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Abstract: Heat exposure is a well-known health hazard, which causes several problems ranging
from thermal discomfort or productivity reduction to the aggravation of existing illnesses and death.
Climate projections foresee an increase in the frequency and intensity of heat-related impacts on
human health. To reduce these climate risks, governments need a better understanding of not only
the scale and the factors affecting those risks, but also how to prepare and protect the city and citizens
against these risks and prevent them through effective policy making. Therefore, climate adaptation
decisions need to be made in complex systems with manifold uncertainties. In response to these deep
uncertainties, different planning approaches have been developed to assist policymakers in decision
making. This paper is focused on one of the dynamic adaptive policy planning approaches: the
adaptation pathway. This approach allows designing alternative feasible plans that are flexible and
can respond when new information appears or when conditions in the environment change. This
paper presents a structured methodology for designing adaptation pathways. The work describes a
high-level adaptation pathway covering heatwave impacts on productivity and health at city level in
Antwerp to ensure the city adapts to future conditions. Lastly, a summary is provided of the lessons
learned and the challenges of this approach are discussed.

Keywords: effectiveness; alternatives; heatwaves; planning; decision making; uncertainty; dynamic
adaptive policy

1. Introduction

Extreme heat and cold temperatures have caused nearly 90,000 fatalities in Europe
since 1980 [1]. However, while heatwaves are projected to occur more frequently and
with an increased intensity [2], cold waves are projected to decline due to global warming.
Despite efforts directed toward mitigating climate change, the latest Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report indicates that it is likely that the Earth will warm
the 1.5 °C considered the point of no return in the early 2030s [3]. This means that regardless
of mitigation actions, adaptation to climate change is a needed strategy to limit the impacts
of global warming.

Several studies have estimated the global costs of climate change adaptation [4–7]. The
World Bank (2010), for instance, estimated the global adaptation costs as between USD 70
and 100 billion per year in the case of a 2 ◦C rise in global temperatures by 2050. Although
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the estimations in these studies may be, to a certain degree, inaccurate due to uncertainty,
they show the order of magnitude of the future required investment [7,8]. The capital is
needed, to a large extent, for physical infrastructure, but also for “soft” options, such as
change in institutions and policies, capacity building, and strategy development [7].

Governments are facing the challenge of making adaptation investment decisions that
maximize welfare under the constraints of limited budgets and competing demands for
resources. In addition, climate adaptation investments cannot be considered in isolation:
in most cases, climate adaptation is one component in a quest for sustainable develop-
ment as well as an additional criterion, not the main objective, to which a policy or an
investment needs to adhere. Therefore, policymakers are facing a growing complexity in
committing to long-term investment decisions for which technical, socioeconomic, and
political uncertainties need to be considered.

Scientific research in various disciplines is working toward supporting complex and
uncertain contexts by developing, among others, useful methods, tools, and datasets.
Traditionally, the work focused on reducing uncertainty by collecting and processing
additional data, addressing either a lack of information or random variation through
statistical analysis [9]. However, uncertainties in climate adaptation decisions cannot, for
the most part, be faced by addressing a lack of information or statistical analysis (data may
simply not exist). For instance, for rare, extreme events, no one certainly knows how the
future will unfold.

These deep uncertainties are unknowable at present, but can be reduced over time [10,11].
In the context of climate adaptation policy making, relevant approaches have been devel-
oped to help policymakers, planners, and system designers to formulate flexible adaptive
plans that tackle uncertainties. The most relevant approaches are: adaptive policy mak-
ing [9,12], adaptation pathways [13,14], and real options analysis [15–17]. In addition,
many other methodologies, tools, and techniques take uncertainty into account within their
design or process. A few examples of uncertainty consideration are scenario planning [18],
Monte Carlo analysis [19], multi-layer decision analysis [20], safety margin strategies [21],
the integrated management system developed in the CHAMP project (2009–2011), the
Urban Adaptation Support Tool (https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/knowledge/tools/
urban-ast/step-0-0) (accessed on 13 October 2021), and the RAMSES transition model [22].

Adaptation pathways have demonstrated significant potential for policy making
under conditions of deep uncertainty [10,13,23–28]. Its strength relies on: (i) its flexibility,
as pathways are designed to be adjusted over time, thereby ensuring the system adapts
to the changing social, environmental, and economic conditions [13,14]; and (ii) its level
of implementation, dependent on the urban context (hazards affected, socio-economic
characteristics, institutional awareness to climate change, etc.) and starting point (existing
diagnostics, adaptation planning already in place, etc.). The adaptation pathway can
be designed, at a detailed level, quantitatively linked to the use of models and tools
(e.g., impact modeling, cost-benefit analysis, etc.) or it can be designed broadly with more
qualitative information to foresee the needs for a detailed pathway definition.

The main objective of this paper is to showcase the application of adaptation pathways
to develop a flexible roadmap to enhance heat resilience in a case study, Antwerp. It
presents the key steps and decisions adopted to transfer the adaptation pathway approach
to the local context. First, this paper presents a structured methodology for designing
climate adaptation pathways, followed by a description of the step-by-step methodology
applied in Antwerp that results in the selection of the best alternative options for climate
heatwave risks. Finally, a summary of the lessons learned is provided, and challenges of
this approach for further development are discussed. The research, based on a previous
work [29], describes a high-level heat–health adaptation pathway, covering the heatwave
impact on productivity and health at city level in Antwerp to ensure the city adapts to the
future economic, social, and environmental conditions.

https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/knowledge/tools/urban-ast/step-0-0
https://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/knowledge/tools/urban-ast/step-0-0
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Adaptation Pathways

Based on the work conducted in the RAMSES FP7 project, the adaptation pathway
approach is a type of adaptive policy making that can be aligned with the Urban Adaptation
Support Tool (UAST) (Figure 1) based on the following six steps. The adaptation pathway
can be developed into the implementation step of the UAST; therefore, it can be useful
as an additional tool for the UAST, which provides the required flexibility to develop a
dynamic adaptation plan.
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The adaptation pathway methodology, defined in the RAMSES FP7 project [22,30],
starts with the contextualization of the city’s problem. This step consists of the conceptu-
alization of the impact chain, which graphically represents the connection between city
hazards, exposure, and their potential impacts, in which climate and non-climate drivers,
and potential impacts on the city (or specific sectors) are identified. Through the identifica-
tion of key variables for the impact analysis, a threshold analysis can be performed.

The second step consists of collecting information in relation to climatic drivers, socio-
economic changes, and the urban, technical, and political context to conduct a vulnerability
and risk analysis [31]. The first and second steps allow the definition of the city’s challenges
(objectives) based on the definition of present, near future, and far future acceptable risk
level (thresholds) and the detection of the key problems (vulnerabilities and hotspots).

The third step consists of identifying potential adaptation options based on existing
city plans, examples of other cities, and a literature review. These options may be presented
in an adaptation canvas that visually illustrates the potential solution space for the given
system. Afterward, each option is characterized based on selected criteria, such as effec-
tiveness, cost-efficiency, co-benefits, potential barriers, or time of implementation, amongst
others [22], that have to be agreed upon by the stakeholders.

The fourth step consists of grouping the previously identified adaptation options into
possible adaptation packages (pathways design) and performing a cumulative assessment
of the effectiveness and efficiency of each pathway alternative. This can be performed
quantitatively or semi-quantitatively. The semi-quantitative approach considers previously
collected information, expert judgment, and additional information extracted from the
literature (published papers and grey literature). The quantitative approach is based on
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modeling; therefore, it considers local geographical information and the exact location
of the adaptation options. Thus, the modeling helps to visualize the development of the
hazard over the domain and assists in the identification of areas where problems may
arise. It also indicates a spatial effectiveness of the adaptation options. Independent of
which approach is used, the cumulative assessment allows for the exploration of the most
suitable options to tackle the key thresholds in a specific context. Then, a set of pathways is
designed that sequence the adaptation options over time and identify tipping points.

Lastly, a dialogue with the stakeholders involved in the climate adaptation process is
required to foresee the fourth, fifth, and sixth steps—key elements for the implementation,
monitoring, and evaluation of these pathways. The sixth step, monitoring and evaluation,
is strongly linked with the initial one in which the city objectives, goals, and thresholds are
established. Ideally, objectives articulate specific, precise, and measurable targets that relate
to the achievement of a goal. Such measurable objectives (e.g., key performance indicators
or performance options) provide the basis for developing and evaluating options as well
as later monitoring, evaluation, and learning. The objectives allow thinking through the
different adaptation options that could better contribute to achieve the goals.

2.2. Urban Climate Modeling and Lost Working Hours

The effectiveness of adaptation measures to reduce outdoor air temperature and lost
working hours are derived from a paper by Hooyberghs et al. [29]. In summary, the
methodology employed in that work includes UrbClim modeling for present and future
urban climate, followed by the use of EnergyPlus for building energy simulations. The
derived indoor temperatures and humidity were used for the calculation of the wet bulb
globe temperature (WBGT). The WBGT index is used as indicator by several organizations
(e.g., ISO and OSHA) to assess the heat stress to which a person is exposed in their working
environment. The International Standards Organization occupational exposure standard
ISO 7243:2017 [32] is applied to evaluate the presence or absence of heat stress over the
working day (up to 8 h) to heat stress. This information helps to the manage the rest and
work periods whenever the occupational exposure limits are exceeded [33,34].

The calculation of the lost working hours (LWH), which is based on the U.S. Associa-
tion Advancing Occupational and Environmental Health non-acclimatized standard by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), was calculated using the
Bernard formula for non-acclimatized working environments [35]:

LWH = {0.0204 (WBGT)2− 0.97940
1 WBGT+ 11.474 i f [WBGT < 27.6 °C; 27.6 °C < WBGT< 31.9 °C; WBGT >31.9 °C]

Consequently, in Antwerp, normal working conditions are considered to be when
the WBGT is lower than 27.6 ◦C. If the temperature exceeds the threshold of 27.6 ◦C, the
worker needs some rest periods during the working day. If the WBGT exceeds 31.9 ◦C,
then work can no longer continue.

3. Results

According to Hooyberghs (2015) [36], a temperature rise in the future is expected,
which may potentially increase morbidity and mortality in the city of Antwerp. Therefore,
heatwaves are one of Antwerp’s concerns due to their consequences ranging from in-
creased thermal discomfort and productivity reduction to increases in health problems. To
reduce this climate risk and identify proper adaptation solutions, the adaptation pathway
methodology was applied in Antwerp (steps 1 to 4) to construct a heatwave adaptation
pathway (steps 5 and 6 are not presented in this paper).

In step 3, we followed a semi-quantitative methodology, a straight approach, to
minimize risks associated with the lack of adequate information. This approach, despite
providing a rougher approach than the quantitative one, helps to present the most plausible
pathway alternative, ranking the different pathways and identifying the need for a future
detailed pathway definition.

The methodology applied in steps 1 to 4 is presented below.
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3.1. Impact Chains

As stated above, an adaptation pathway helps to specify the problem that a city may
need to tackle and to find appropriate solutions. These objectives cannot be set at the
beginning of the process as their definition depends on a deeper understanding of the
hazard and its potential impacts in the city’s context. Therefore, an iterative approach is
necessary through impact chain conceptualization (this section) and the analysis of the
city’s vulnerability and risk (Section 3.2) to define these adaptation objectives.

As a first step, the Belgian Federal Heat Plan (2016) was reviewed to identify the main
impacts caused by heatwaves in Antwerp. These range from dermatitis or edema of the
extremities to insolation, exhaustion, and heat stroke. Research studies were also analyzed
to identify the potential impacts of heatwaves on the productivity of workers or students,
which range from loss of concentration to muscle cramps.

After reviewing previous information, two impact chains were prioritized and aligned
with work performed under the RAMSES FP7 Project [30]. Climatic and non-climatic
drivers, together with potential impacts in Antwerp, were represented on a canvas for each
impact chain to help to understand the problem.

The exposure to the heatwave hazard was determined for outdoor (for the heat-to-
human-health impact chain) and indoor (for the heat-to-work-productivity impact chain)
heat. Outdoor heat depends on landscape and built environment factors that are heavily
influenced by urban configurations. Indoor heat depends on outdoor heat and the indoor
heat exposure. In this study, the temperature of warm nights and warm days (daily
minimum and maximum temperature) was selected for the threshold analysis on the
human health impact chain. The climate variables used to define heatwave exposure
and microclimate are, primarily, temperature, humidity, direct heat radiation, diffuse heat
radiation, and wind speed at the work place [37]. A combined measure of these factors is
named the wet bulb globe temperature (WBGT). The WBGT was selected for the threshold
analysis on the work productivity impact chain as described in [29].

3.1.1. Threshold in Heat-to-Human-Health Impact Chain

We considered the federal alert system for the threshold value determination in
Antwerp. The federal alert system establishes 30 ◦C (as the maximum temperature) and
18 ◦C (or the minimum temperature) as daily thresholds. Considering these thresholds,
the triggered situations for the reference period, near future, and far future were identified
(Table 1), and the maximum, minimum, and average temperature value of these triggered
situations were obtained (Table 2).

Table 1. Number of times that the federal plan would be triggered based on mean values of the
climatic projections.

Period No. of Times (per Period) No. of Times (per Year)

2009–2013 4 1

2026–2045 31 1.6

2081–2100 80 4.2

Taking the Federal Heat Health Plan (2016) into account, we considered two thresh-
olds as undesirable: the maximum of the minimum temperature reached in each period
(worst scenario) and the average of the minimum temperature reached in each period
(medium scenario). The adaptation objectives were later defined based on these thresholds
(explained further below). For both maximum and minimum temperatures, we prioritized
the minimum temperature as the main indicator for heatwave impact on health due to its
stronger impact, as it directly effects human rest and thus health [38].
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Table 2. The maximum, minimum, and average temperatures involved in each event that would
trigger the federal plan. All values are in ◦C.

Period (Years) Maximum, Minimum,
and Average Tmax Tmin

2010–2013
Max 33.1 23.09

Average 31.95 21.11

2026–2045
Max 36.7 24.3

Average 32.23 21.22

2081–2100
Max 40.18 27.23

Average 32.81 22.21

3.1.2. Threshold in Heat-to-Work-Productivity Impact Chain

The RAMSES project calculated the lost working hours (LWH), derived from the
WBGT calculation, in a prototype office building located in Antwerp and considered
the north- and south-facing orientation of rooms [39]. The work conducted in RAMSES
indicates that building orientation and modification in working regimes may be used
as adaptation options to reduce heat impacts on productivity, which were considered in
this work in the following step. In the north-facing rooms, 1.1% of the working hours
are lost. In the south-facing rooms, 4.2% of the working hours are lost. Therefore, we
considered 1% of LWH as an acceptable threshold in the worst-case scenario and 3% in the
medium-case scenario.

3.1.3. Adaptation Objectives

Considering the minimum temperature projections (Table 2) and subtracting the daily
thresholds for the minimum temperature established by the federal alert system (18 ◦C),
together with the stakeholders, we defined the following adaptation objectives for health.
In the worst-case scenario, for the minimum air temperature, the adaptation objectives
are: 5.1 ◦C reduction in the reference period, 6.3 ◦C in the near future, and 9.2 ◦C in the
far future. In the medium-case scenario, for the minimum temperature, the adaptation
objectives are: 3.1 ◦C reduction in the reference period, 3.2 ◦C in the near future, and 4.2 ◦C
in the far future.

A similar approach was followed to define the adaptation objectives for the work
productivity (indoor environment) impact chain. We defined the following adaptation
objectives for the work productivity impact chain. In the worst-case scenario, the adaptation
objectives are: 3% reduction for the reference period, 6% for the near future, and 7% in the
far future. In the medium-case scenario, the adaptation objectives are: 1% reduction for the
reference period, 4% for the near future, and 12% in the far future.

3.2. Assessing Risk and Vulnerability

The climate-related impacts on human health depend strongly on the level of ex-
posure and vulnerability to climate events. In this analysis, three levels of exposure are
distinguished: individual, building, and city levels. This section provides the input for the
adaptation option section.

3.2.1. System Analysis

The exposure refers to the presence of people, livelihoods, species, ecosystems, en-
vironmental services, resources, infrastructure, economic assets, and social or cultural
sites that could be affected or adversely impacted by the identified hazards [40]. For the
identified three levels, the most sensitive populations, buildings and infrastructure, and
city services and areas were identified.

This exposure classification allowed us to identify and better organize the potential
impacts and effects related to the different exposed elements (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Expected impacts identified by level of exposure.

3.2.2. Vulnerability Analysis

Vulnerability refers to the propensity or predisposition of a given system to be affected
by a threat. Therefore, vulnerability depends on the sensitivity to damage and the ability of
such system to cope and/or adapt. The sensitivity or susceptibility is the degree to which
a system or species is positively or negatively affected by the variability in the climate
variables [40]. Adaptive capacity is defined as the ability to adjust to potential damage, to
take advantage of opportunities, or to respond to consequences’ [40,41].

A climate vulnerability analysis for urban areas was performed. The analysis provided
a top-down and broad view of climate risks faced by the city, by distinguishing the three
levels of exposure previously identified.

The vulnerability analysis considers different key indicators for the detection of
sensitivity and coping capacity. This information is overlapped with the hazard maps and
combined with the thresholds for alert levels identified for each of the impact chains. This
allows detecting the areas of the city at highest risk (hot spots). The most sensitive elements
at the different levels and the relevant indicators of sensitivity and coping capacity are
presented in Appendix A.

3.3. Adaptation Options

Taking the vulnerability analysis as a basis, city stakeholders can better understand
the problems the city is facing and will face. This helps to identify potential adaptation
options. To support this dialogue, an adaptation canvas was developed to visually illustrate
the potential solution space and the relationships between the three focus categories
(individuals, buildings, and city).

The adaptation canvas shows the different types of options (institutional, social, and
structural) already adopted, but also allows for the mapping of new options and to contrast
them with the stakeholder. It helps to understand the relationship between the options and
their beneficiaries (Figure 3).
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The canvas in Figure 3 shows that, at the individual level, several adaptation options
are already in force, especially for preparation and prevention (Belgium Federal Heat Plan
2016 and Flemish Regional Heat Plan). At the building and city levels, a starting point
is present, but additional options are possible, especially for protection. The identifica-
tion of appropriate adaptation options is based on the RAMSES FP7 and RESIN H2020
research projects [42].

All the adaptation options (old and new) need to be characterized [43]. This character-
ization consists of a general description of the adaptation options, indicating objective(s),
type, scale, implementing time, life time, effectiveness, cost-efficiency, co-benefits (other
effects), responsibilities for implementation, barriers, amongst others. This information is
crucial for the development of pathway alternatives.

3.4. Pathway Designs

The pathway design consists of grouping the previously identified adaptation options
to develop possible adaptation packages (pathway alternatives). Effectiveness describes if a
pathway alternative tackles the objectives (reaches the threshold). Stakeholders set the basis
of the criteria to develop a pathway. Characterization, which may include effectiveness and
other criteria, prioritizes and sequences the implementation of options (and stakeholders
may be involved). Then, individual effectiveness information (the amount by which
the risk threshold is reduced) is used to sequence the adaptation options over time (in
each pathway alternative); the threshold is marked and tipping points are identified. If
the included adaptation options do not reach the defined threshold, then more options
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are included. Lastly, the cumulative effectiveness is visually represented. This visual
information allows for the understanding of the cumulative assessment and to identify the
options that are not needed in the present (to reach the adaptation objectives at present),
but are needed for the near or far future (to reach those future thresholds). Therefore, this
visual information is important to sequence the adaptation options over time (pathways)
and identify tipping points.

This step relies on the previously defined step in Section 3.1 regarding threshold and
adaptation objective definitions (worst-case and medium-case scenarios), which provide
the basis for developing and evaluating options as well as later monitoring, evaluation,
and learning.

4. Results

In this Section, the pathway design step results are presented. The results of the previous
steps are included in the methodology to help to understand the methodological sequence.

4.1. Adaptation Pathway Alternatives: Building Level

In Antwerp, the adaptation options for the building level were grouped into four
different adaptation pathways (Figure 4).
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The first adaptation pathway alternative considers all the adaptation options that aims
for the maximum effectiveness capacity of the selected options. The second considers all of
them except those that imply energy consumption (such as ventilation and air conditioning),
and aims to align the mitigation and adaptation objectives. The third adaptation pathway
considers only structural–technological options that allow depicting the hard options. The
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last pathway considers structural options (both ecosystem-based and technological-based
ones), but without energy consumption.

The implementation time and co-benefits are considered in the sequencing of the
options over the pathway design. For example, air conditioning is rejected as an option in
all of the adaptation pathways due to its negative climate effect (greenhouse gas emissions).

Figures 5–8 illustrate the pathway alternatives and their effectiveness in helping to
identify the potential to reduce the impact of heatwaves and the possibility to reach the
thresholds at different periods (note that the three options of the working schemes are also
represented in pathways 1 and 2 to help to visualize the best alternative).
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Figure 7. Pathway alternative 3 for work productivity. The dashed red line indicates the worst-case scenario threshold and
the black line indicates the medium-case scenario threshold.

Pathway alternative 1 shows that the morning and evening working scheme (7:00–11:00
and 17:00–20:00) is the most effective of the options. Considering only the regular working
scheme and moving to cooler places are enough for ensuring that both thresholds (red
and black) are not exceeded in the near future. However, for the far future, it is necessary
to implement a new adaptation option to maintain an acceptable level of LWH below
the threshold. At this tipping point, activating daily ventilation or solar blinds would be
enough, so one of these options will need to be selected.

Pathway alternative 2 shows that the social options of changing working schemes and
moving workers to cooler places together with solar blinds are enough for keeping LWH
below both thresholds (red and black) in buildings.

The pathway alternative 3 shows that implementing only the daily ventilation option
is enough to keep the LWH below the maximum acceptable levels for the reference period
and the near future. For the far future, depending on which threshold is considered as
acceptable, additional adaptation may be necessary (for the worst-case scenario) or not (for
the medium scenario). In this case, solar blinds is considered the additional option for the
far future.

Pathway alternative 4 shows that implementing solar blinds is enough for the reference
period. In the near future, depending on the threshold level considered, it may (for the
medium-case scenario) or may not (for the worst-case scenario) be enough; therefore,
additional adaptation will need to be considered (greening). The additional ecosystem-
based options can reduce the inside building temperature, reducing the lost working
productivity. However, with the information we have, we only know the outside air
temperature reduction and not its effect on indoor temperature.

Figure 9 shows all the adaptation pathway alternatives at the building level on a
temporal scale. All the adaptation alternatives considered are included and different
pathways are illustrated.
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Figure 8. Pathway alternative 4 for work productivity: (a) considering solar blinds (part 1); and (b) considering ecosystem-
based options (part 2). The dashed red line indicates the worst-case scenario threshold and the black line is the medium-case
scenario threshold.

All adaptation pathways start with the existing system and, depending on the arrow,
can follow soft options, such as changing the working regime, or the city can start to
implement more effective, but costly solutions, such as solar blinds and ventilation. Then,
additional options need to be implemented in order to keep the LWH below the threshold.
The possible pathways are:

• Existing system—changing working regime—move to a cooler place—solar blinds;
• Existing system—changing working regime—move to a cooler place—ventilation;
• Existing system—changing working regime—ventilation;
• Existing system—ventilation—green walls;
• Existing system—solar blinds—green walls—cool materials or green roofs.
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4.2. Adaptation Pathway Alternatives: City Level

At the city level, the adaptation options were grouped into three different adaptation
pathway alternatives (Figure 10).

The first adaptation pathway considers all the adaptation options aiming for the
maximum effectiveness capacity of the selected options. The second pathway rejects the
adaptation options with the longest implementation time (such as planting 50% extra trees
or greening 60% of the city, which are unrealistic for the reference period or the near future).
The last pathway considers all options with less land-use barriers (so planting 25% and
50% extra trees, and greening 60% of the city are not considered) and more co-benefits
(selecting, for example, pedestrianizing versus traffic reduction as the former has air quality
as co-benefit and provides additional social benefits for the population).

Figures 11–13 illustrate the adaptation pathway alternatives and the effectiveness
in order to identify the group of options that are necessary to reach the thresholds at
different periods.

For pathway alternative 1, the considered adaptation options are effective for the three
periods. Therefore, some of the adaptation options can be rejected (especially during the
reference or near future periods) as air temperature is reduced below the thresholds in
some of the options.

Pathway alternative 2 shows that the set of options considered reduces the air temper-
ature below the black threshold line but not below the red threshold line. This pathway is
good for the reference period, but the city needs to consider additional options in the near
and far future.

Pathway 3 is effective in the reference period and the near future. For the far future,
the city needs to include additional adaptation options in order to keep human comfort
below the acceptable thresholds. In addition, Figure 14 shows the adaptation pathway
alternatives at the city level on a temporal scale. All the adaptation alternatives considered
are included and different pathways are illustrated.
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Figure 14. City-level adaptation pathway. Different pathways are illustrated (with arrows). In the bottom part, the minimum
temperature (◦C) threshold is presented, and the upper part presents the minimum temperature values in different time
periods (reference, near future, and far future). The adaptation options indicated in light blue need to be implemented as
soon as possible. Those in darker blue need to be implemented in the near future. The dark blue represents the adaptation
options that need to be implemented in the far future. The effectiveness of the adaptation option in green has not been
assessed, but it is considered in the pathway.

All the adaptation pathways start with the existing system and then the arrows show
the different possibilities. In the near future and far future, extra greening is included, as
well as urban configuration and accessibility to cool areas. The possible pathways are:

• Existing system—planting extra trees (10%)—additional water bodies—cool roofs—
cool pavement—pedestrianize—planting extra trees (25%)—greening (20%)—urban
configuration—planting extra trees (50%)—greening (60%);

• Existing system—planting extra trees (10%)—additional water bodies—cool roof—
cool pavement—pedestrianize—planting extra trees (25%)—greening (20%)—
accessibility to cool areas;

• Existing system—planting extra trees (10%)—additional water bodies—cool roof—
cool pavement—traffic reduction—pedestrianize—planting extra trees (25%)—
greening (20%)—planting extra trees (50%)—greening (60%)—accessibility to cool
areas;

• Existing system—planting extra trees (10%)—additional water bodies—cool roof—
cool pavement—traffic reduction—pedestrianize—planting extra trees (25%)—
greening (20%)—accessibility to cool areas;

• Existing system—planting extra trees (10%)—pedestrianize—planting extra trees
(25%)—greening (20%)—urban configuration—planting extra trees (50%)—greening
(60%)—accessibility to cool areas.

The representation of these pathways allows a visual understanding of the available
possibilities. In the future, dialogue is needed with the stakeholders involved in the climate
adaptation process to foresee the key elements in the implementation and monitoring of
these pathways.
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5. Discussion

In the building-level adaptation pathways, the social–behavioral adaptation options,
such as changing working schemes or moving workers to cooler places, can avoid more
costly options, such as installing solar blinds (especially during the reference period).
However, although the morning and evening working scheme (7:00–11:00 and 17:00–20:00)
is the most effective of the working schemes, the social acceptance of the first option will
be lower because the current working hours in Antwerp are 9:00 to 13:00 in the morning
and 14:00 to 17:00 in the afternoon. The other two options entail less changes compared to
the current working hours in Antwerp offices.

A tipping point occurs in the near future when these soft options are not enough
and structural–technological options, such as solar blinds or ventilation, will need to be
implemented to avoid exceeding the LWH threshold of 6% in the near future. The worst-
case scenario will occur in the far future, when it will be necessary to implement structural
options, such as green roofs, green walls, and cooling materials outside the building
to protect the indoor temperature of the building. Notably, the effectiveness of these
structural options of greening and including cool material was determined considering
outside maximum temperature; we did not assess their the effect on lost working hours.
As these adaptation options are planned to be implemented in the near and far future, the
city has time to conduct additional research and assess the reduction in lost working hours
provided by these options.

In the city-level adaptation pathways, there is a need to implement many adapta-
tion options to keep the current thermal comfort levels below the acceptable threshold
(e.g., planting extra trees, additional water bodies, cooling materials, pedestrianizing, traf-
fic reduction, amongst others). Therefore, the use of ecosystem-based or technological
options (e.g., green infrastructure and cooling materials) is not enough, and additional
options, such as institutional options (e.g., traffic reduction) and grey solutions (urban
configuration), will be needed. However, a tipping point occurs in the near future when
the initial options will not be enough, and more effort will be required (such as increasing
the greening percentage) to reduce the minimum temperature of 7 ◦C in the near future.
The most difficult challenge will occur in the far future, when it will be necessary to include
all the identified options to reduce the minimum temperature of 10 ◦C.

Importantly, the effectiveness of improving the accessibility to cool areas was not
assessed in this study. As this adaptation option is planned to be implemented in the near
and far future, the city has time to perform additional research. The city has expressed
their concern regarding accessibility to cool areas, so it is a potential option to be included
in the future in the pathway.

The implementation time of some of the options is too long, which makes them
unsuitable in the reference period, such as planting 50% more trees or greening 60% of
the city. The mentioned options have implementation barriers related to space availability,
creating challenges for their implementation. Therefore, these two options are excluded in
the second pathway.

6. Conclusions

The implementation of the pathway approach in Antwerp visualizes the relationship
between the three studied elements (individuals, buildings, and city) that need to be
considered, as the adaptation options applied at one level affect the others.

Even though the pathway design was presented as a step-by-step methodology, the
adaptation pathway approach is a systemic cyclical process with many interdependences.
One of the critical aspects of this process is the co-definition of the adaptation objectives
based on the thresholds definition. These objectives need to be set by the city stakeholders
after obtaining a deeper understanding of the hazard and its potential impacts in the
city’s context.

Therefore, we conclude that this adaptation process supports cities in the definition
of their plans for urban transitions to their successful adaptation, but also has secondary
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outcomes for some of the most relevant aspects for climate adaptation for cities: modeling
climate projections and scenarios to understand future climate impacts, and to illustrate the
effects of specific adaptation options for cities; understanding how to make architecture and
infrastructure more resilient to climate change, and how to assess the effects of improved
architectural design on cities; evaluating the costs of climate change and the benefits of
different adaptation options; and understanding the effects that climate change has on
health and how different adaptation options can reduce these impacts on public health.

Another important aspect of the adaptation pathway approach is its flexibility. A step-
by-step methodology is defined in this document; each organization can personalize this
approach to align with their reality. Therefore, this flexible pathway approach is a method
that can support the transition and transformation toward future city resilience, managing
the deep climate uncertainty. The adaptation pathways can be designed with different
levels of detail depending on the urban context analyzed (hazards affected, socioeconomic
characteristics, institutional awareness of climate change, etc.) and the corresponding
baselines and starting points (existing diagnostics, adaptation planning already in place,
etc.). Depending on the urban context and starting point, the adaptation pathway can be
designed at a high level with less resolution or at a detailed level.

The presented study can be improved in several ways. First, indoor thermal comfort
and outdoor thermal comfort are critical elements for heat-health impact analysis, as they
strongly influence the work productivity and health problems in exposed populations.
Our findings highlight the need to strengthen the data collection especially for the indoors
indicators. For example, monitoring real thermal conditions will be important to improve
the actual pathways. Second, indicators on mortality, morbidity, and even work produc-
tivity (absences and days off work) are required to know more about the effectiveness
of the implemented adaptation options. Therefore, having this information can provide
a good input for the pathway and can allow the pathway to be adjusted according to
the evidence. Lastly, this study did not cover the night temperature effect on work and
school productivity (the effect of daily temperature was analyzed, but the effect of night
temperature was not covered). In future research, it would be beneficial to also consider
the night temperature in the analysis of loss of productivity.
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Appendix A

The following table shows the most sensitive elements at the different levels and
the relevant indicators of sensitivity and coping capacity. The latter is divided in two
concepts: coping capacity, referring to current situation, and adaptive capacity, referring to
a future state.

Level of Exposure Sensitivity Indicators Coping Capacity Indicators

Individual

- Children (aged 0–17 years), with special
attention to the youngest
(0–4 years)

- Isolated people or single elderly (living in a
service flat), focusing on those older than 65
years.

- Elderly, focusing on those older than
65 years.

Coping capacity:

- education level of the population
- awareness level of the population
- adaptation options already adopted by the

population

Adaptive capacity:

- income
- financial aid

Building

- Hospitals
- Residential care centers

(residents > 65 years)
- Child care
- Schools

Coping capacity:

- Number of available hospital beds
- Air conditioning available
- Building code: building regulations
- Eco-house green roofs and façades

information and subsidies

Adaptive capacity:

- Change working schemes
- Increase daily ventilation
- Nightly ventilation
- Install solar blinds
- Move from south-facing room to

north-facing room
- Higher set point temperature

City
Level

- Pedestrian/bike lines
- Public areas
- Parks

Population particularly exposed in
these areas:

- Athletes who practice outdoor physical
activities

- Outdoors public workers (gardeners,
dustmen, zoo keepers, policemen, etc.) who
work in public areas during the hottest
hours of the day.

- The sensitive population that uses parks
(e.g., children, elderly, etc.)

Coping capacity:

- Geometric proportion of
urban canyons

- Shadows created by the
urban surrounding

- Distribution and localization of
green parks

- Vegetation elements, such as grass, trees,
and green roofs

Adaptive capacity:

- Pilot projects: micro-simulations in railway
station district, main public spaces,
Groenplaats, and Zuiderdokken

- Definition of ambition heat-neutral city
development

- Green Plan 2015: blue-green
macroinfrastructure

- Functional green planning instrument
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